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My Blended  Practice

• Variety of Individual, Marital and Family Cases
• Variety of Biofeedback Cases
• Murray Bowen 
• Psychophysiological Self-Regulation
• It’s a Breath Mint, It’s a Candy Mint, Its 2 Mints in 

One
• John Gottman
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Germs Don’t Exist?
• 1840 Hungarian Dr Ignaz Semmelweis
• fatal childhood fever
• impoverished women in obstretics ward with 

midwifes
• compared to wealthier women with personal 

doctors 
• laughed at when suggested washing hands 

following visits to morgue
• 1880’s Louis Pasteur & Joseph Lister 
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Beginnings of Family Therapy

• The origin of family therapy began 
with Gregory Bateson’s study of 
information feedback processing with 
animal and human communication. At 
the Mental Research Institute, he 
worked with key family therapy 
figures such as Jay Haley and Don 
Jackson.  Their early research 
concluded that communication occurs 
on multiple levels; also, one “cannot 
NOT communicate”.

Bateson Haley
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General Systems Theory

• Family systems concepts were developed  by Ludwig 
von Bertalanffy in 1945  

• He utilized a biological model of living systems. 
• He introduced general systems concepts:

• homeostasis 
• wholeness
• nonsummativity
• equifinality
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Family Systems:
Major Concepts

• Homeostasis: Systems tend to regress to the status quo 
even when it is detrimental to the well-being of family 
members. (a sort of default mode network)

• Wholeness: Systems (families / couples) are comprised of 
interdependent elements. Change in any part of the system 
impacts all of the system.

• Nonsummativity: A system cannot be understood by 
examining it in isolated segments.

• Double bind: 
1. One person is repeatedly exposed to two conflicting and 

contradictory injunctions 
2. The person is then required to respond.
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Family Systems: 
Major Concepts

• Marital schism: No role reciprocity between the couple; 
Marriages are significantly conflicted.

• Marital skew: One partner’s severe psychopathology 
dominates the other partner resulting in conflicting loyalties 
between the children who try to protect their parents’ 
marriage.

• Pseudomutuality: A pretense of togetherness that hides 
underlying conflict and prevents genuine emotional 
intimacy between a couple.

• Pseudohostility: Frequent and intense bickering that covers 
up deeper conflict and prevents genuine emotional intimacy 
between a couple.
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Family Systems: 
Major Concepts

• Symmetrical relationships: Based on equality and similarity 
between partners. However, they may escalate into 
competitive relationships.

• Complementary relationships: Partner’s strengths and 
vulnerabilities fit together well in executing marital and 
family tasks; Complementary relationships may become 
conflictual if the couple’s differences become pronounced, 
which leads to an imbalance in the dyad.

• Marital quid pro quo: The accumulation of unconscious 
marital roles and rules that are established during a long-
term relationship. These roles/rules need to be made explicit 
to help couples identify rules that are not fair or no longer 
work.
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Murray Bowen – Family Systems Theory

• Triangles
• Differentiation of self
• Nuclear Family Emotional 

System
• Family Projection Process
• Multi Generational 

Transmission Process
• Emotional Cut-off
• Sibling position
• Societal Emotional Systems
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Differentiation
• Bowen - Differentiation from Family of Origin “A person with a well-

differentiated "self" recognizes his realistic dependence on others, 
but he can stay calm and clear headed enough in the face of conflict, 
criticism, and rejection to distinguish thinking rooted in a careful 
assessment of the facts from thinking clouded by emotionality”.
Georgetown Family Center.

• Jung – Differentiation of Thoughts from Feelings, Self Consciousness from 
Collective, Pre-natal from Post-Natal

• Biofeedback – helping patients differentiate muscles, brainwave states, etc. from 
their environmental experiences or in motion

• Steve – Differentiation allows for emotional plasticity and ecology; a better 
ability to shift gears. Without Differentiation of Self from others, thoughts from 
feelings and physiology, bad things may happen (within/without)  in dyads and in 
groups of people. In long term, Bowen’s Societal Regression
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1977, Michael Kerr

Kerr, M. (1977). Aspects of Biofeedback Physiology 
and its Relationship to Family Systems Theory. 
The American Journal of Psychoanalysis,  37:23-35
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Behavioral Therapy and Classical Conditioning

• Taking an unconditioned response to an unconditioned 
stimulus and pairing the unconditioned stimulus with a 
conditioned stimulus

• When you remove the unconditioned stimulus the 
conditioned stimulus triggers the same response, i.e., the 
conditioned response.

• Examples of classical conditioning:    
• Systematic Desensitization 
• Aversive Conditioning
• Flooding
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Behavioral Therapy: Operant /Instrumental 
Conditioning for Behavioral Modification

• A person’s behavior is instrumental in receiving a reward or avoiding 
a punishment.

• Positive reinforcement:
• A person is rewarded for taking on a new, desirable behavior.

• Negative reinforcement: 
• An aversive stimulus is avoided by taking on a new, desirable behavior.
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Behavioral Therapy: Operant /Instrumental 
Conditioning for Behavioral Modification

• Shaping: “Baby steps” - Small, successive movement in the 
direction of the desirable change.

• Extinction: Reinforcement is withheld from a previously 
reinforced behavior (e.g., a spouse ignores his wife’s angry yelling 
at him)

• Punishment: Decreases an undesirable behavior:
• Time out: a child is removed from a social setting when negative 

behaviors are demonstrated.
• Response Cost: Something will be removed after doing an undesirable 

behavior (e.g., loss of license after a DUI).
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Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Distortions of reality based upon incorrect core beliefs  and 

underlying assumptions elicit problems for couples.
These core beliefs and underlying assumptions trigger 

automatic thoughts that impact our view of daily life events 
and predispose us to certain emotional reactions.
A couple’s  emotional reactions are not 

caused by the events in their lives. 
A couple’s core beliefs bias them towards 

particular emotional reactions about 
themselves, the world, and their future.

Aaron T. Beck
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Cognitive Behavioral Therapy:Major Concepts

Core schemas (beliefs): Personality predispositions: 
 I am unlovable
 I will always be abandoned by a partner
 I cannot do things on my own and need a partner

Underlying assumptions: A person’s way of thinking about 
self and others:
 I should be a perfect wife
My partner should know what I need without my having to talk 

about it
 I should be liked by everyone
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Cognitive Behavioral Therapy: Schemas, 
Assumptions and Automatic Thoughts

SCHEMA UNDERLYING 
ASSUMPTION

AUTOMATIC 
THOUGHT

Unlovable If I impress my partner, 
s/he’ll like me; If my spouse 
gets to know me, s/he’ll see 
that I’m a loser.

My partner doesn’t 
like me; I’ll be 
rejected; My spouse 
will think I’m boring.

Abandonment If I do not receive continual 
reassurance from my 
partner, I’ll be abandoned; I 
can’t be happy without a 
partner.

My partner is going to 
leave me; It’s terrible 
to be alone; I must be 
a loser.
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Mind/Body/Minds/Bodys

• Learning to use signals from one’s own body to control the 
body. This affects the mind/mood/brain

• Learning to use the mind to alter signals coming from the 
brain. This affects the body/mood

• We are amazing creatures!
• Decreasing adaptive high arousal patterns brings us closer to 

creativity, our spirit life, our natural states and better 
interpersonal relationships.

• Our experience of one another varies with our nervous system 
state
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What do Couples Do When They Are Good Together:

• Communicate with Each Other
• Calm Each Other
• Appreciate Each Other
• Trust Each Other
• Feel for Each Other
• Turn Toward Each Other
• In Tune, Together when Apart, Flexible
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John Gottman

• Marital Lab
• Learned to Predict Marital 

Success
• 4 Horseman of the Apocalypse;
1. Criticism
2. Defensiveness
3. Contempt
4. Stonewalling

PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY 
EFFECTS OTHERS. 
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Stephen W. Porges University of Illinois at Chicago
Neuroception describes how neural circuits distinguish whether situations or 
people are safe, dangerous or life threatening. 

Neuroception explains why a baby coos at a caregiver but cries at a stranger, or 
why a toddler enjoys a parent's embrace but views a hug from a stranger as an 
assault.

The Polyvagal Theory describes three developmental stages of a mammal's 
autonomic nervous system; immobilization, mobilization, and social 
communication or social engagement.

Faulty neuroception might lie at the root of several psychiatric disorders, including 
autism, schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, depression and Reactive Attachment 
Disorder. 



Stephen W. Porges University of Illinois at Chicago
• There are well defined neural circuits to support social engagement behaviors and the 

defense strategies of fight flight, fight and freeze.
• These neural circuits form a phylogenetically organized hierarchy
• Without being dependent on conscious awareness the nervous system

evaluates risk in dangerous, or life threatening environments
• Social engagement behaviors and the benefits of the physiological states associated with 

social support require a neuroception of safety
• Social behaviors associated with nursing, reproduction, and the formation of strong pair 

bonds require immobilization without fear. Immobilization without fear is mediated by 
the co-opting of the neural circuit regulating defensive freezing behaviors through the 
involvement of oxytocin, a neuropeptide in mammals involved in the formation of social 
bonds

• There are well defined neural circuits to support social engagement behaviors and the 
defense strategies of fight flight, fight and freeze
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Autonomic Nervous System Components
- borrowed from colleague Richard Gevirtz

• NAME

Visceral Afferents –
“feelings”

Sympathetic  Nervous 
System & Hypothalamic 
Pituitary Axis

Parasympathetic Nervous 
System - emotional 
“states”

• CHARACTERIZATION

Feedback from gut, heart and 
lung

Mobilization of metabolic 
resources, ↑ cardiovascular 
output, ↓ digestive function

Foster growth & restoration  -
complex cardiac  braking 
system
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Autonomic Nervous System

• The ANS is divided into three 
divisions: 

• the parasympathetic, with cranial and 
sacral connections, 

• the Sympathetic, with central 
nervous system connections in the 
thoracic and lumbar segments of the 
spinal cord, 

• and the enteric nervous system 
which occupies the digestive tract. 
(MacArthur Research Network)
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The Limbic System

• The limbic system handles threat and emotional arousal necessary for 
our physical survival.

• The limbic system does not differentiate a small threat from a big 
threat, it just preps us for battle. If you did not fold the laundry, you 
are a threat!

• Our cortex mediates our limbic system, especially through frontal 
striatal pathways.  
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Dr. Carl Marci - Dir. Social Neuroscience Program for the Psychotherapy 
Research Massachussets General Hospital Researcher Various studies 
involving “biometrics” (physiology, eye tracking, etc.) and Chief 
Neuroscientist at Nielson

•Neuromarketing - Are people paying attention while 
shopping; unconsc. vs. less consc.
•interests include the use of psychophysiology combined 
with measures of social-emotional process, perception of 
therapist empathy, and therapeutic alliance during 
psychotherapy. 
•Other projects include the physiology of laughter during 
psychotherapy, the physiology of emotion, and the 
physiology of depression. 
•His goal is to quantify the relationship between 
physiologic concordance, emotions and social interaction 
in a variety of settings to help improve our understanding 
of empathy, learning, and human inter-relatedness.



Antonio Damasio
Emotions vs. Feeling

Emotions are action-programs related to homeostasis, 
not subjective feelings.
Feelings described as composite perceptions of

1. a particular state of the body, ACTUAL or 
SIMULATED

2. a state of altered cognitive resource;the deployment 
of certain scripts



Dan Siegel - The Neurobiology of We

• Core of social brain becomes part of energy and information 
flow into cortex and allows insight and empathy = 
MINDSIGHT.  We have images of another person’s mind and 
can show we care about things and care about them. How 
we see we are ultimately connected to each other, open our 
hearts and essence of mental experience to joining and 
resonating.

• We link into a wholeness but honor differences. In a 
relationship we try to promote interaction of 2 different 
beings,  become part of each other, letting resonance 
frequency do its job as evolution provided. Defenses and 
prior judgment move aside and allow ourselves to see other 
persons statement or position.  “We” is about joining, not 
mimicking.
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This rt PFC to rt PFC 
is contaminated 
by other sensory 
input!



Stan Tatkin, PsyD, MFT
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Turning Toward and Turning Away

Five Domains:
1. Infant and Adult Attachment
2. Arousal Regulation
3. Neurobiological Development

(how couples handle conflict and 
if they handle with secure or
insecure functioning)

4. Therapeutic Enactment – Stage experience 
before interpretation

5. Therapeutic Narrative – The therapist’s position 
of why the couple should be together
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Putting it together

• We are always training for something or being trained 
through family of origin, general learning learning and 
experiences 

• Heart rates, breathing rates, temperature respond to 
one another... assuming neuro-typical.

• When our physiology is under stress… 
• The limbic system hijacks the influence of the frontal lobes, 

orients attention to potential threat, and narrows our focus 
to ward off threat.
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How I Ran the Research?

• On my own
• Referrals from minimal advertising
• Pitching schools to teach and expand
• Collecting Pre and Post Baselines
• Training Couples in I-Biofeedback
• Gave up after 2 years of 70+ contacts and 20+ cases started; 

two finished
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Baselines; Pre and Post Data

• Resting 
• Neutral Talking 
• Recovery
• Argument
• Recovery

THIS DATA IS GRAPHED TO SEE IF THERE HAS BEEN 
CHANGE
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8 Training Sessions
Educate to psycho-physiology (fight-fight response, adaptation 
to interpersonal and environmental stressors). 

• Teach relaxation (autogenics, breathing), home practice, to self-
regulate.

• Get oriented toward screen; Work with Feedback
• Educate to Gottman/Comm Skills, practice self-regulation of comm. 

and with FB.  Replay, discuss
• Train to Resonance Frequency, Stress talk (argument) with FB, Comm

practice.
• Practice, Practice, Practice. Look for weaknesses, then focus on 

strengths.
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Learning using signals from ones own body

BIOFEEDBACK
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1. Autogenic Phrases - Schultz and Luthe

• My Right Arm is Warm
• My Left Arm is Warm
• Both My Arms are Warm
• My Right Arm is Heavy
• My Left Arm is Heavy
• Both My Arms are Heavy
• INWARD FOCUS MOVES ENERGY FROM LEFT TO RIGHT BRAIN
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2. Diaphragmatic Breathing
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3. Resonant Frequency
Dick Gevirts and Paul Lehrer have taken this science to biofeedback

• Each individual has a “Resonant Frequency” at which HRV is the 
greatest

• No ideal freq. for all persons
• Most frequently produced in persons with relaxed state, Positive 

Emotional Tone and breathing diaphragmatically at 5-7 breaths 
per minute.

• Relaxed breathing at around 6 breaths/minute produces a spike 
of HRV at around .1 Hz. (remember  that’s one tenth of a Hz. = 
one -tenth of a cycle per second, to that .1 Hz. = six cycles per 
minute).
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3. Examples of RSA
borrowed from Richard Gevirtz
Peak/valley = vagal tone when resp is normal range

• Notice how heart rate increases with 
inhalation. Heart rate decreases with 
exhalation. This pattern shows *vagal tone 
(high PNS activity) and a high amount of 
heart rate variability)

*impulses from the vagus nerve producing 
inhibition of the heartbeat
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Heartrate
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Disregulated
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Regulated
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When we put the brakes on Sympathetic Nervous System 
Arousal (i.e. the fight/flight response), we open our focus of 
awareness and are more capable of EMPATHY. 

Effects of listening and mirroring. 

Do we then grow
Mirror Neurons?



Pre and Post Made Easy
Husband

• HR  86.55 → 76.09 bpm

• Skin Cond  2.94 →4 mmhos

• Resp *         44.67 → 40.85

• Hand Temp 94.52→93.27°

• *(Note: Calibration Incorrect, but 
trend is to decrease) 

*

Wife

• HR 69.73 → 68.53 bpm

• Skin Cond  4.02→1.41

• Resp 13 →10
• Hand Temp 94.52 °→96.16°
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Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment Scale

HUSBAND

• Pre = 33
• Post = 44

• He showed increase in marital 
satisfaction

WIFE

• Pre = 70
• Post = 51

• She showed decrease in marital 
satisfaction
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Counseling?

• No one can walk away while another talks. Stonewalling is difficult.
• Point out reactivity and play back
• Show how both are with each other when one whines, defends, 

blames, tries to prove they are more “right”, raises voice or shows 
contempt.

• Not much room for depth issues in with the research project.
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4 Prongs of I-Biofeedback

• Educating couples about themselves and significant other
• Decreasing defensive (threatened) responding
• Increasing emotional and ANS flexibility
• Increasing ability to recover and repair
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Why Do Interpersonal Biofeedback?

• Without an understanding of a person’s physiological flexibility 
we have an incomplete understanding of the individual and their 
interpersonal life.

• Without an understanding of the relational context in which a 
person lives, evaluation of their physiology is incomplete.  

• Stronger participation from family members. 
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Listening

• Listening takes 
• A relaxed physiology (sympathetic/parasympathetic flexibility)
• Cognitive and emotional flexibility - the ability to shift from narrow to open focus
• Intentionality

• So. . . How does this all happen psychophysiologically?
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Clinical Case 1
• Represented by attorneys; all downhill after he cheated
• He would not take responsibility and blamed her; she was suspicious
• 1 child  decompensating in school; the others accelerating. They came for the sake 

of the children, possible re-unification
• Worked to stabilize, refer to group, reading, communication skills, get out of crises 

then shed light on what really happened. But this lead to more argument and 
more damage.  No agreement.

• Worked with 3 sessions of I-BF and looked at physiology, physiological reactivity, 
taught self-regulation.

• He was more objective and as he began to reflect (rather than blame), she began 
to trust. (Cortex vs. brain stem).

• He moved back in.
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Disclaimer

• 1. The job of the therapist is to assist the client’s in discovering their 
own power to influence their environment.  This is done through 
increasing awareness of choice and empowering personal action and 
responsibility.

• 2.  Therapy must be active, and interactive for the participants.  
Therapy is not talking with the therapist about the problems, but 
coaching the family to interact more effectively.  Biofeedback is a 
major tool in the tool bag of the therapist.
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Clinical Case 2
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 Couple referred by EAP for three sessions after she had told husband to move 
out following his 2 year anniversary of job loss and failure to find one. In EAP we 
explored a lot of things; expectations, communication, f.o.o., 

 We began I-BF (without pre testing), introduced Autogenics, had them practice 
warming, practice comm. neutral, practice comm. stress talk, HRV/RSA feedback.

 She noticed that when she complained, his heartrate changed and then she had 
BIG insight that she causes defensiveness in him, sort of. 

 When he felt safe talking because she was listening, she began to “feel” what he 
was going through and realized that her issue was more about her “ticking clock”; 
a baby was something they previously avoided talking about. They talked. (it 
wasn’t easy)! Made a decision to have baby.



C3 S5 Baseline of Practice
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C3 S5 End of Baseline after Practice – 3 Mins later
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C3 S6 Dialogue where  he stating needs. Following 
weeks of RSA, Comm. Skills, FB Practice 
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C3 S6 - 3 mins later: 
Dialogue where  she is stating her needs
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Why Might This Work be Helpful to Mediation Clients?

• They want to mediate, but fight/flight/fog gets in the 
way. Progress is not happening.

• They decide to stay together, but know there is 
something wrong with their interpersonal wiring and 
do not know how to be a “we” w/o arguing

• They are divorcing, still power struggle and want to 
get along for the sake of the triangulated kids

• Traditional therapy has failed
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?
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What you can do, simply
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Potential Uses of Interpersonal Biofeedback

• Mental and Medical Health Clinics
• Exploring Patient/Therapist dyads
• Schools
• Work Environment
• Performing Arts – (An Extension of Method Acting)
• Sports
• Persons in Positions of Power (Police Officers)
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Interpersonal NF and BF 

 Joe Kimiya’s idea – 2 Rooms
 Les Fehmi – “Open Focus” 
 Narrow, Immersed, Diffused, Objective
 SYNCHRONY IS CRUCIAL  FOR  INFORMATION 
PROCESSING IN THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

 Bob Grove  - Interactive Biofeedback
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Nina Sobel, Artist -1970 something
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It’s Powerful Stuff
And must be used with a deeper 
understanding of human nature, 

psychophysiological science, 
communication and family emotional 

systems.

When “News of Differentiation” comes to 
consciousness, there is an opportunity for 

growth or a chance for retreat.



661 259-3704
s@Kassel.us
www.Kassel.us
MASHBM.org
ISNR.org
AAPB.org
BCIA.org
WABN.org

More Informaton

THE END
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